
Professional Nutrition Cereal
And Grain Bar Making Machine
With Custom-Design Service
Introduction of Nutrition Cereal And Grain Bar Making Machine:

This nutrition bar can also be called a meal replacement bar.
If you use this meal replacement bar, it contains a lot of
nutritional elements. First of all, it contains high dietary
fiber and black tech protein, which can scientifically control
the calorie difference. If he replaces dinner, it can bring
about four hours of nutrition and satiety,so you can consume
it without worry. In addition, he can help you reshape your
ideal waist shape. And taking the meal replacement bar can
save  477  calories,  which  is  equivalent  to  jogging  for  73
minutes.The production line is continuously fed, consisting of
automatic  flattening,  automatic  horizontal  cutting  and
automatic vertical cutting; seven automatic leveling channels,
with moderate leveling density and even thickness, frequency
conversion adjustment, with good cutting size and squareness
of forming; continuous production of the whole machine and
manual connection in the middle, realizing the truly automatic
and  intelligent  operation  of  the  nutrition  bar  production
line.
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The whole Nutrition Cereal And Grain Bar production line can
automatically  complete  the
production from puffing,drying,sugar cooking,mixing, forming
and cutting,packing to the finished product.

Details of the production line



Electricity
supply

Customised according to your local electricity
situation.

Machine details
1.Stainless steel:201, 304, 316, on request.

2.Electrical components can be ABB, Delta, Fuji,
Siemens, famous brands.

Certificates CE,GOST,TUV,BV,SGS

Raw material Corn,rice,etc

Applications
Making cereal bar,puffed corn cake,black and brown

rice cake and other puffs food.

Flow chart of a nutrition cereal and grain bar processing
line:

Our engineers can design the layout diagram of the nutrition
cereal  and  grain  bar  processing  line  according  to  the
customer's  factory  size.

Features of the nutrition cereal and grain bar processing line：

1.Productivity:automated  system  for  controlled  and  stable
production  on  a  continuous  basis,  easy  and  quick  product
change, automatic start-up, simple cleaning and maintenance
procedures.

2.Economical: low investment, quick results.

3.Environmental protection: moderate output and energy saving.

4.Intelligent control system: PLC control of production to
ensure optimum process parameters for each recipe.



5.Automatic lubrication system can reduce power consumption
and prolong service life.

Customers Who Understand The Protein Bar Processing Technology

1 China 300t/Year Protein Bar Machine Price

2 1t/h Tough Protein Bar Making Machine Price For Sale In
Puerto Rico

3 1t/h Protein Bar Making Machine Price For Sale In Bolivia

4 Senegal 1t/h Automatic Protein Bar Extruder


